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The mechanism of mammalian hearing has intrigued scientists for decades. It is widely assumed that the
process of hearing begins when sound reaches the inner ear and causes the basilar membrane (BM) to
vibrate. These vibrations are then detected and consequently ampliﬁed by the outer hair cells (OHCs). We
question this sequence of events and the inauguration of sound-induced motility, i.e. transformation of
sound pressure wave into directional vibrations. Based on the morphology of the mammalian cochlea,
we suggest that motility of the OHCs could be due to the synchronized action of hundreds of thousands
of nanometric acoustic sensors-actuators in the OHC’s lateral wall. We propose that stochastic resonance
in these nanometric units can account for all of the major features of mammalian hearing: a wide dy-
namic range; sharp frequency selectivity; generation of spontaneous otoacoustic emissions; and the
ability to process relatively high frequencies. The proposed model might inspire the design of hyper-
sensitive sensors and actuators, which potentially could be incorporated into new types of hearing aids.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
Sound is an alternating wave of high and low air pressure.
Mammalian auditory systems have great sensitivity, and can cap-
ture, process, and respond to sounds over a wide range of spectral
frequencies and intensities. The dynamic range of normal hearing
in humans extends over 120 dB from the detection of very soft
sounds to the tolerance limit for loud sounds; the span of the
audible frequencies in humans is 20 Hz to 20 kHz. In contrast, other
mammals, such as bats and dolphins, can hear sounds with an ul-
trasonic frequency (greater than 20 kHz) [1], whereas whales and
elephants can hear sounds with an infrasonic or subsonic frequency
(lower than 20 Hz) [1].
The cochlea is the auditory receptor in mammals and is a
pressure transducer which converts physical vibrations into an
electrical signal. Signal transduction is mostly realized by the inner
hair cells (IHCs) in the cochlea. Signal ampliﬁcation also occurs inEngineering, Technion-Israel
el).
B.V. This is an open access article uthe cochlea before transduction to an electric signal by IHCs. This
ampliﬁcation is attributed to the cochlear ampliﬁer, whose main
component comprises the outer hair cells (OHCs), which actively
increase the amplitude of vibration of incoming sounds, evenwhen
the pressure ﬂuctuation is only a few nano-atmospheres. The
cochlear ampliﬁer exhibits level-dependent compressive nonline-
arity, i.e. ampliﬁcation and sharpness of tuning decline as sound
pressure levels (SPL) increase [2].
OHCs are specialized cells for mechanical ampliﬁcation and are
unique to mammals. They are long cylindrical cells whose length
changes in response to an electrical stimulus: they shorten upon
membrane depolarization and lengthen upon membrane hyper-
polarization. The somatic motility or electromotility of OHCs has
been attributed to prestin, a transmembrane motor protein and a
member of the SLC26/SuIP anion transporter family [3] which is
abundant in the plasma membrane (PM) of the lateral wall (LW) of
each OHC [4]. Prestin’s conﬁguration alters when membrane po-
tential changes. Speciﬁcally, cell shortening occurs upon depolari-
zation because the prestin’s membrane area decreases and the cell
lengthening occurs upon hyperpolarization because prestin’s
membrane area increases. Hence, prestin has been proposed as a
piezoelectric transducer and its motor function is similar to that ofnder the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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How is sound-induced vibration inside the cochlea transduced
into an electrical signal? When sound reaches the cochlea, the vi-
brations produce broadly-tuned displacement waves that travel
along the basilar membrane (BM) and cause deﬂection of the hair
bundles (HBs) of the IHCs and OHCs. As a result, the HB trans-
duction channel opens and the hair cell’s membrane depolarizes.
Somatic motility ensues in order to amplify the vibrations, a
chemical neurotransmitter is released, and action potentials are
generated in the auditory nerve ﬁbers. This sequence of events has
three major shortcomings. First, the BM might not be involved in
hearing when SPLs are low. Estimations of the BM’s passive vi-
brations before ampliﬁcation are on a sub-molecular scale at low
SPLs (in the order of 1 pm at the hearing threshold of humans [6]).
Hence, it seems implausible that the vibrations of a thermal noise in
a passive element, such as the BM, could have a detectable impact
on OHCs [6,7]. Furthermore, there are several clinical conditions,
such as otosclerosis and round window atresia, in which the trav-
eling wave is absent and hearing at low SPLs still occurs [8,9].
Second, the PM of the LWof an OHC could be a low-pass ﬁlter. If so,
the response of the PM to an ion current would be attenuated at
frequencies that are higher than the corner frequency, which has
been reported to be less than 1 kHz in isolated OHCs [4,10]. It seems
unlikely that ampliﬁcation in mammals, which occurs at higher
frequencies, would rely on somatic motility that is dependent on
cycle-by-cycle changes in membrane potential [11]. Third, it is still
unclear how electromotility, which is not inherently frequency-
tuned [10], heightens frequency selectivity [12].
Direct mechanical stimulation of OHCs by a sound wave is
another possible mechanism of ampliﬁcation [8,13e15]. It has been
reported that cycle-by-cycle frequency-tuned motility occurs
following acoustic stimulation of the PM of the LWof isolated OHCs
[16,17]. Since direct acoustic stimulation is not limited by the PM’s
corner frequency, the somatic motility of OHCs may underlie the
high-frequency hearing of mammals. This notion is supported by
the unique harmonizing of cochlear morphology and function in
mammals. The central bodies of the OHCs are surrounded by the
large ﬂuid-ﬁlled spaces of Nuel inside the organ of Corti (Fig. 1A and
B), and this anatomical feature enables OHCs to sense pressure
waves in the cochlear ﬂuids. In addition, OHCs function as pressure
vessels [18] because their cytoskeleton is reinforced by the sub-
surface cisternae (SSC) and the cortical lattice (CL), and this rein-
forcement can support a pressure difference across their LW.
Moreover, sensitive hearing is coupled to the anatomical arrange-
ment between the PM of the LW of each OHC and the spaces of
Nuel, and this coupling is more evident at the base of the cochlea,
where higher frequencies are coded [19,20] (see Fig. 1B vs. Fig. 1C
and D).
In this report, we present a novel mechanism for sound-induced
motility of OHCs and describe a new model for the initial sequence
of events in the cochlea. Using simulations of the proposed model,
we found that this model provides a comprehensive explanation
for all of the main features of cochlear ampliﬁcation in mammals,
namely hypersensitivity at low SPLs, evenwhenmasked by thermal
noise, high-frequency ampliﬁcation, sharp tuning, compressive
nonlinearity, and the generation of spontaneous otoacoustic
emissions (SOAE).
Previous models of cochlear ampliﬁcation in mammals describe
ampliﬁcation as an arbitrary motion that is initiated by a given
driving force. Our model differs from these previous models in that
ampliﬁcation occurs when the sound or pressure wave is initially
transformed to a tuned and ampliﬁed motion. How are pressure
waves transformed into motion? Let us assume the pressure wave
acts like a driving force over a given piston area and induces vi-
brations in a harmonic oscillator that comprises a piston (a mass)and a spring (an elastic element). When the sound wave reaches
the piston, a pressure difference forms and the piston starts oscil-
lating. The acoustic energy of pressure oscillations is thereby
transformed into kinetic energy by the mass’ vibrations (and po-
tential energy of the spring). According to this approach, the force
that drives the oscillator into motion is the acoustic pressure dif-
ference across the piston. However, this description has two major
shortcomings whenwe discuss small micrometric systems, such as
the inner ear and low SPL. First, no signiﬁcant pressure drop is
expected where the sound wavelength is at least three orders of
magnitude greater than the size of a micrometer-sized object.
Second, even when the pressure drop is maximal (although most
unlikely to occur) a pressure difference of 104 Pa over a typical
area of 104 mm2 (108 m2) will result by a tiny force, order of
piconewton (1012 N), which will displace the piston by couple of
angstroms. Since a new mechanism of pressure-motion trans-
duction should be sought, we shifted our attention to the LWof the
OHCwhich houses a unique unstable structure of molecular motors
with piezoelectric properties and is capable of transforming low
SPL into vibrations.
2. Model
2.1. The basic units in the PM of the LW of an OHC
The PM of the LW of OHCs comprises many identical
nanometric-sized units, that were previously proposed as the
functional units of the OHC [21,22]. Here, we claim that the function
of these units is to sense acoustic waves. These sensors, which we
will name nanometric acoustic motile sensors (NAMSs), are square
sections of the PM, which are densely covered with prestin mole-
cules and supported by four pillars of unknown composition. The
pillars connect the PM to the underlying CL, a spectrin-actin
network which covers the outermost SSC (Fig. 2A) [4]. The
NAMSs become organized and densely packed in cochlear locations
where high-frequency sounds are coded (Fig. 2BeF). The PM of the
LW of OHCs appears rippled in transmission electron micrographs
[23,24]. The appearance of these ripples in the PM of OHCs is
unique, and it has been proposed that each ripple is a membrane
reservoir or an excessmembrane area [25,26]. In contrast, the PM of
Deiters’ cells, which anchor the OHCs and are also surrounded by
the large ﬂuid-ﬁlled spaces of Nuel, appears smooth in transmission
electron micrographs (Fig. 2G). The basic premise of our model is
that these excess membrane areas of the PM confer bistability to
each NAMS: each NAMS has two stable curved states and a ﬂat or
straight NAMS is unstable.
2.2. Prestin activation in each state of the NAMS
Substantial experimental evidence exists that membrane cur-
vature inﬂuences the functionality and conformation of prestin and
other anion transporters [4,15,27,30e38]. Results of investigations
on the fast motor kinetics of prestin suggest that the binding of
intracellular chloride triggers prestin-based electromotility of an
OHC [39,40]. Assuming prestin’s voltage sensor on a NAMS is
located on the internal aspect of the OHC’s membrane [41], this
sensor, perhaps a chloride binding site [38], would be revealed to
the cytosol when a NAMS becomes concave, and concealed when a
NAMS becomes convex with respect to an OHS0 radial axis [38].
Flexoelectricity is the term used to describe the coupling between
polarization and strain gradients of a dielectric [42]. Since the PM is
a dielectric, the NAMS can become electrically polarized when it
bends [42], and if chloride binds to prestin, electromotility can be
triggered [38]. Accordingly, we posit that depolarization of the
OHC’s membrane occurs when a NAMS becomes concave and
Fig. 1. Anatomy of the organ of Corti. (A) Nomarski section from the basal coil of a cat cochlea. One row of inner hair cells (I) and three rows of outer hair cells (OHCs) (Os), which are
surrounded by supporting cells, are located on the basilar membrane (BM). The tectorial membrane (TM), which was artiﬁcially lifted during histological preparation, covers the
stereocilia of the hair cells. (Scale bar ¼ 20 mm) (B) Transmission electron microscopy image of three OHCs (O1, O2, O3) from the mid-coil of a rat cochlea (courtesy of Marc Lenoir).
Asterisks identify the perilymph in the spaces of Nuel which bathes the plasma membrane of the lateral wall (LW) of the OHCs. At their basal poles, OHCs are anchored to Deiters’
cells (D). Their apical poles, together with phalangeal processes of Deiters’ cells, form the reticular lamina (RL). (scale bar ¼ 10 mm) (C) OHCs (O) from the extreme apex of a guinea
pig cochlea. These very long OHCs are loosely connected to the Deiters’ cells (D), which ﬁll most of the space between the OHCs. The LWs of the OHCs are hardly exposed to the
perilymph in the spaces of Nuel. (scale bar ¼ 15 mm) (D) OHCs (O) from a fetal guinea pig (see also [20]) at the onset of cochlear function (high thresholds, poor frequency
discrimination). Note that neither the spaces of Nuel nor the LWs of the OHCs are mature at this stage, and the subsurface cisternae are not yet developed. (scale bar ¼ 5 mm).
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occurs when a NAMS becomes convex and prestin’smembrane area
increases (Fig. 3A and B). It is worth noting that our approach to
ﬂexoelectricity is different from the bending model, which was
suggested by Raphael et al. [22]. According to Raphael et al. elec-
tromotility is the result of units that bendwhenpolarized.We claim
that the units bend under mechanical pressure and become
polarized as a result of the bending.
2.3. Dynamic bistability of a NAMS
In general, the internal potential energy of a bistable membrane
should include contributions from tension, initial compression
(excess area), and bending [43]. For simplicity of calculation, the
bistability of an NAMS is illustrated in a simpliﬁed cylindrical ge-
ometry in which an NAMS is suspended between two parallel bars,
each 2l in length and 2l apart (model parameters are shown in
Fig. 3C). In the reference state, the PM is subjected to a pressure
difference DP between the outside (Po) and the inside (Pi) pres-
sures; intermolecular and electrical forces between the PM and SSC
membranes, as well as the bending moments in the PM, areneglected for simplicity.
For comparison, imagine a NAMS with a ﬂat zero-tension PM in
the reference state, with no ripples, and without prestin. When
subjected to a pressure difference DP on both sides, the PM be-
comes curved with radius of curvature R. The center of the curved
PMmoves by d (d≪l). As d increases, the PM’s area increases by DA,
in addition to the stretching force in the PM. A stable NAMS reaches
a force balance whenever the approximated expression





d, which is the projection of the
stretching force in the radial direction, is equal to the external force
related toDP. For typical elastic areamodulus of the PM ks¼ 0.2N/m
and DP ¼ 0.0004 Pa (the hearing threshold), the induced
deﬂection d ~ 0.025 nm is at the subatomic level - too little to be
detected. In difference, the actual NAMS is unstable at its ﬂat state
because the PM area is reduced byDA0 to ﬁt the 2l by 2l square frame.
As a result, the PM becomes compressed and on the verge of
buckling. Buckling of the compressed PM into concave or convex
stable states requires destabilizing pressure perturbations such as
those in thermal noisewhich are discussed below. The instantaneous
Fig. 2. The lateral wall (LW) and the nanometric acoustic motile sensors (NAMSs). (A) Illustration of the NAMSs (adapted from Refs. [27,28]). The rippled plasma membrane (PM) is
very densely covered by prestin. The extracisternal space (ECiS) is a ﬂuid-ﬁlled space between the PM and the subsurface cisternae (SSC). The SSC are arranged in one or several
layers, and in normal conditions, they are continuous and the compartment that is formed by the ECiS is conﬁned. The cortical lattice (CL) is a spectrin-actin network, which covers
the outermost layer of the SSC. The PM and actin ﬁbers are connected through pillars. (BeD) An outer hair cell (OHC) from the mid-cochlea of a horseshoe bat (see also [29]). (B) An
entire OHC deeply engulfed in a cup-shaped depression of a Deiters’ cell. (scale bar ¼ 1 mm) (C) Part of the LW of an OHC framed in B. Very regularly arranged structures are aligned
along the PM. They have been previously interpreted [29] as spring-like SSC that are connected to the PM by arms and pillars. (scale bar ¼ 100 nm) (D) Two of the structures framed
in C, which might represent the NAMSs. (scale bar ¼ 50 nm) (E and F) An OHC from the mid-cochlea of a rat (courtesy of Marc Lenoir). (E) An entire OHC (O2 in Fig. 1b) seated on the
cup-shaped depression of a Deiters’ cell. (scale bar ¼ 5 mm) (F) Enlargement of a portion of the LW framed in E. As in the bat, the SSC are connected to the PM by pillars. (scale
bar ¼ 100 nm) (G) The ripples of the PM are unique to OHCs (O) and do not appear in images of the adjacent Deiters’ cells (D) (scale bar ¼ 250 nm).















d. After integration, we obtain the following






d4 (1)On the right hand side of Eq. (1), the left term represents
compression and the right term represents tension, d (jdj≪l) is the
maximal deﬂection of a NAMS (see Fig. 3C), and ks is the area
stiffness of a NAMS. In this symmetrical bistable system, the height
of the energy barrier is proportional to ksDA20l
2, and the location of
d where the internal energy is minimal (d0) is proportional to
ðDA0Þ0:5 (Fig. 3D).
The internal energy of a concave or convex NAMS is very
inﬂuenced by the state of the prestin molecules which densely
cover the PM [4]. Note that in Eq. (1), DA0 depends on the level of
activation of prestin. For simplicity, we assume that DA0 is constant
Fig. 3. Curvature-contractility relationship of a nanometric acoustic motile sensor (NAMS). (A) Schematic of a NAMS with ion dipoles around a cluster of prestin molecules. (B) The
electric ﬁeld which is sensed by prestin molecules at different curvature levels of NAMS. The two-dimensional simpliﬁcation of the electric ﬁeld is calculated between two parallel
dipoles (parameters are shown on ﬁgure). The Roman numerals (I, II, III) refer to the examples illustrated in E. (C) Model parameters. (D) Bistability of a NAMS (according to Eq. (1)).
Values of parameters are ks ¼ 0.1 N/m, l ¼ 20 nm, A ¼ 1600 nm2, DA0 ¼ 0 (red), DA0 ¼ 0.035A (purple), DA0 ¼ 0.07A (blue). The numbers (1e7) refer to the examples illustrated in E.
(E) Possible curvature-contractility modes. Starting at a reference state (4), A NAMS is ﬂat and the prestin molecules are partially relaxed. When a NAMS becomes concave in (5), the
prestin molecules sense depolarization (III) and are driven into a contracted state (2). When a NAMS is restored to its ﬂat state (1), the concave prestin molecules sense hyper-
polarization (II vs. III) and are driven into an intermediate state (4). When a NAMS becomes convex (3), the prestin molecules sense hyperpolarization (I) and are driven into an
elongated state (6). When a NAMS is restored to its ﬂat state (7), the convex prestin molecules sense depolarization (II vs. I) and are driven into an intermediate state (4).
E. Shapira et al. / Physics in Medicine 2 (2016) 1e11 5when a NAMS is switching between stable states and changes only
when a NAMS is not switching between states. Additionally, the
change in the curvature of a NAMS could change its area, its stiff-
ness, its bending moduli, and even the distance(s) between its four
pillars when OHCmotility is induced [4]. Such changes would result
in dynamic bistability of a NAMS, and a NAMS may alternate be-
tween bistability and monostability under certain conditions. For
example, DA0 would gradually decrease when a NAMS becomes
concave and prestin’s membrane area is decreased (see red curve in
Fig. 3D). In contrast, the convex state is associated with an increase
in prestin’s membrane area (see blue curve Fig. 3D). The distance(s)
between the four pillars (l) could also change and push the NAMS
towards monostability when an OHC lengthens (i.e., a large lmight
compensate for the excess surface area of the PM). The possible
states of a NAMS are summarized in Fig. 3E.
2.4. Force balance on a NAMS




¼ 0 ¼ dU
dd
 g _dþ 4l2½PoðtÞ  PiðH;p; h; tÞ þ xðtÞ (2)
where dUdd is the contribution of internal forces (derivative of Eq. (1)),
(x) symbolizes thermal noise, and (g _d) symbolizes the viscous
forces of the surrounding ﬂuid which resist the bending of a NAMS.
The inertial term is neglected, and over-damped Langevin dy-
namics are assumed. The sign of the external force, which is related
to the pressures, is set so that a net positive force will push a NAMS
to become concave, and a net negative force will push a NAMS to
become convex (see Fig. 3C). In addition, this equation allowsincorporation of a feedback mechanism between an OHC’s instan-
taneous length (H(t)) and curvature and is detailed in a subsequent
subsection. In this equation, Po(t) symbolizes the outer acoustic
pressure in the ﬂuid-ﬁlled spaces of Nuel or the sound signal that
the inner ear detects. Since an OHC is a thin-walled pressure vessel,
its turgor pressure is different from Po because its turgor pressure is
important for maintaining the cell’s shape and motile responses
[4,18]. Due to the uniquemultilayeredmembranous structure of the
LW, the stresses that are associated with this turgor pressure
mainly develop in the SSC and CL. The internal pressure in close
contact with the PM (Pi) is the pressure in the extracisternal space
(ECiS) (see Figs. 2A and 3C). If the SSC are fenestrated, the pressure
in the (ECiS) and the intracellular pressure will be almost equal.
However, the SSC are continuous and form a conﬁned ECiS in intact
OHCs [23,24,44,45], thereby allowing the pressure in the ECiS and
the intra- and extracellular pressures to differ. In Eq. (2), three
factors can inﬂuence Pi: (i) switching of neighboring NAMSs (h(t)),
that would cause local pressure ﬂuctuations near the NAMS; (ii) the
osmotic pressure of the OHC (p(t)), which determines its volume
and turgor pressure [4]; and (iii) changes in OHC’s instantaneous
length during prestin-driven motility (H(t)), without any volume
changes [4]. In the current analysis, we neglect the effect of the ﬁrst
two factors and assume Pi(H(t)) changes uniformly along the entire
LW. Nonetheless, we note that an increase in turgor pressure in our
model is primarily associated with those NAMSs that are driven
into a convex state and, therefore, with an increased number of
prestin molecules that are driven into an elongated conformation.
Notably, experimental observations associate an increase in turgor
pressure with an increased number of prestin molecules that are
driven into an elongated conformation [4,46]. The sensitivity of a
NAMS to thermal noise (x(t)) is due to its nanometric size. Conse-
quently, a NAMS is susceptible to Brownian motions and is capable
E. Shapira et al. / Physics in Medicine 2 (2016) 1e116of hopping over the energy barrier even when no external pres-
sures are applied. For an isolated NAMS, the mean switching rate in
the absence of external pressures is primarily determined by the
ratio between the thermal energy and the height of the energy
barrier and not by viscous resistance (see Supplemental Informa-
tion (SI) for more details).2.5. Low SPLs and stochastic resonance
Stochastic resonance (SR) occurs when a weak signal is
ampliﬁed and optimized by the assistance of noise in a nonlinear
system [47]. The resonance refers to an optimal level of noise at
which the best output is achieved. In the case of a symmetric
bistable system and a weak periodic signal, resonance only occurs
when the noise induces a switching rate which is about twice the
frequency of the periodic signal [47]. Since the thermal noise of a
biological environment is always constant, the hopping rate can
be optimized by adjusting the height of the energy barrier. In SI,
we describe a mechanism in which the expected switching rate of
a NAMS due to thermal energy alone is enough for achieving
ampliﬁcation by SR over the entire range of audible frequencies of
mammals. Moreover, the mean switching rate is highly inﬂuenced
by relatively small changes in the area of the PM that is occupied
by a NAMS.2.6. Collective action of the NAMSs on the OHC
In an array of coupled bistable units, where the total output of
the system is determined by the temporal distribution of units in
stable states, the SR might also be inﬂuenced by the number of
bistable units in the array [47,48]. The estimated number of NAMSs
in each OHC is about 105e106, depending on the length of an OHC.
According to our model, the dynamics of sound-induced motility of
the OHC is inﬂuenced by the distribution of concave or convex
NAMSs. This distribution affects the conformation of prestin, and
therefore, affects the net force acting on the OHC in the longitudinal






where f is a distribution parameter, bounded in the range
(1  f  1), and dðtÞ is the average d of the NAMSs. In response to
the net force, which is applied by the NAMSs, the length of an OHC
can be described by an equation of a linear mechanical oscillator:
h
€
¼ 2u02 _h u20hþ FOHCðtÞ (4)
where h≡HðtÞ  H0 is the change in OHC’s length, 2 is a damping
ratio, and u0 is the resonance frequency of the system in radians/
seconds. Importantly, describing the dynamics of an OHC as a
simple linear mechanical system is in accord with the observed
tuning of isolated OHCs [16]. The values of the parameters in this
equation could be determined by the passive characteristics of
OHCs alone, which vary along the cochlea, such as cell length, and
the number of layers of the SSC in some species [1,49]. When OHCs
are connected to other components of the cochlea, the dynamic
equations for h(t) are expected to be much more complex than Eq.
(4).2.7. Feedback mechanism between OHC length and NAMS
dynamics
The inward curving of the NAMSs is dependent on the pressure
in the ECiS. Shortening or lengthening of an OHC occurs when a
sound wave modulates the vibrations of a NAMS in a synchronized
manner when contraction/expansion forces are applied to an OHC.
Initially, synchronization happens with a limited number of NAMSs
in each OHC, and results in limited shortening and lengthening of
the OHC. The number of simultaneously deﬂecting NAMSs, as well
as their deﬂection amplitude, might increase with the pressure
amplitude. However, these initial limited oscillations in OHC length
encompass changes in pressure of the ECiS (see Materials and
Methods), which in turn would alter the average magnitude of the
deﬂection of a NAMS according to Eq. (2). Such NAMS-OHC
coupling can be demonstrated by estimating the pressure change
in a thin-walled cylindrical OHC, with length H, radius R, and wall






ð2 nSSCÞEZ;SSC þ ð1 2nSSCÞEq;SSC
1 n2SSC
 (5)
where nSSC is Poisson’s ratio, and EZ,SSC and Eq,SSC are the elastic
(Young’s) moduli of the wall of the SSC in the longitudinal and
circumferential directions, respectively. Consequently, Eqs. (5) and
(2) are coupled through Pi(t) in a closed feedback loop: as the
number of NAMSs that are made concave increases, the number of
contracted/shortened prestin molecules also increases and boosts
shortening (DH < 0) and swelling (DPi > 0) of the OHC. In turn, the
increased pressure in the ECiS triggers more NAMSs to become
convex. As the number of convex NAMSs increases, the number of
relaxed/elongated prestin molecules also increases. As the number
of convex NAMSs increases, more prestin molecules are driven to
relax, thus reducing the overall contraction force on the OHC and
allowing the OHC to become longer (DH > 0) and less deﬂated
(DPi < 0). In turn, the decreased pressure in the ECiS allows more
and more NAMSs to become concave and contracted, and vice
versa.
Once synchronization between the phase of the sound wave
with OHC’s instantaneous length is reached, the initially induced
changes in an OHC’s length have the potential to increase consid-
erably as more NAMSs contract and relax at the same time. Ac-
cording to our model, each OHC in situ, along with the connected
tissue elements (such as the BM, see Fig. 4), has a speciﬁc resonance
frequency which equals a particular sound frequency.3. Results
In order to investigate the potential capabilities of the proposed
model, we simulated the action of a combined OHC-NAMS unit
using the aforementioned model: an array of up to 5000 individ-
ually activated bistable units, the NAMSs, coupled to an OHC, a
linear mechanical system with a resonance frequency that was set
to 10 kHz in all simulations. We simulated the Brownian motion of
the NAMSs by independently subjecting each NAMS to a zero-mean
white Gaussian noise, which was kept constant during the simu-
lations. A single sinusoidal signal, the extracellular acoustic pres-
sure, was applied to all NAMS in the array so that the signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) for a given input signal was identical for each
NAMS. The temporal response of a simulated OHC-NAMSs unit and
corresponding SNR outputs were tested over a range of negative
SNR inputs for different numbers of NAMS in an OHC-NAMSs unit
and at several frequencies. Due to computational limitations, the
maximum number of NAMS in an OHC-NAMSs unit was 5000 (see
E. Shapira et al. / Physics in Medicine 2 (2016) 1e11 7Materials and Methods for more details.)
3.1. Main features of the output signal
Fig. 5A displays several strain oscillations and the corresponding
plots of the power spectral density (PSD) for an OHC-NAMSs unit
with 5000 NAMSs. In the ground state, when only noise is present,
the OHCs vibratewith small irregular amplitudes. At the same time,
the PSD exhibits no signiﬁcant peaks except a broad peak around
the resonance frequency of the mechanical system. In response to a
10 kHz signal, the oscillations become more uniform, and their
amplitude increases with increased magnitude of the signal.
Remarkably, a narrow peak appears in the PSD evenwhen the input
SNR was at its lowest (55 db). Harmonic distortions are known to
be present in cochlear responses to high SPLs [50]. Notably, odd
harmonics appear when saturation is reached in our simulations.
Generation of harmonics is a consequence of a NAMS0 nonlinearity.
The absence of even harmonics in our simulations is expected due
to symmetry in the simpliﬁed model (the height of the energy
barrier is equal in both directions) [47]. In our evaluations of SNR
outputs (in the following sections), we excluded the harmonic
components for the clarity of the results. On the transient response,
the system returns to ground-state irregular oscillations less than a
millisecond after the sinusoidal signal stops being transmitted
(Fig. 5B).
3.2. Filtration and ampliﬁcation
The meaning of the negative SNR inputs is that the signal is
masked by noise with a greater amplitude. Effective ﬁltration
would result in positive SNR outputs. Ampliﬁcation would result in
large amplitudes of vibration. Fig. 5C and D display the SNR output
and the standard deviation (STD) of normalized strain of an OHC in
response to a 10 kHz input signal. Together, these two results areFig. 4. Coupling between the reticular lamina (RL), the basilar membrane (BM), and
the outer hair cells (OHCs) when the frequency of the sound wave and the charac-
teristic frequency of the cochlear location are synchronized. For simplicity, we illus-
trate in-phase motion that does not take into account the elements that couple the
OHCs to the BM (e.g., Deiters’ cells) or to the RL (e.g., hair bundles (HBs) of the OHCs
and tectorial membrane (TM)). In the center, the NAMSs are ﬂat, the OHC is at its
resting length, Pi and Po are at their resting (no sound) values, and deﬂections of the
BM and RL do not occur. On the right, the sound pressure Po is at maximum, and Pi is at
minimum because the cell is elongated. In this state, the BM and the RL are deﬂected
away from the OHC and the NAMSs are concave. The forces applied by contracted
prestin molecules, together with the spring-like restoring force of the whole system,
are tuned to shorten the cell. On the left, the opposite behavior is expected when the
sound pressure Po is at minimum.indicative of the ability of our model to perform selective ampliﬁ-
cation of incoming sound waves. Selective ampliﬁcation can be
boosted by increasing the number of NAMSs in the array (e.g., see
Fig. 5C). We also found that a substantial part of the ﬁltration, and
therefore of the selective ampliﬁcation, is already achieved at the
level of the NAMSs, as evidenced by the values of their SNR outputs
(Fig. 5E).
3.3. Compressive nonlinearity
Since the number of NAMSs is limited, the response of an OHC is
expected to reach a plateau when all NAMSs deﬂect simulta-
neously. Compressive nonlinearity is demonstrated by the SNR
output (Fig. 5C) and the normalized strain (Fig. 5D) that reaches a
plateau while the SNR input increases without limitation. A slightly
different interpretation of the same compressive nonlinearity is
demonstrated by the SNR gain (Fig. 5F) that lessens with increasing
SPLs.
3.4. Frequency response
The frequency responses of an OHC with 500 NAMSs to non-
synchronized input frequencies in the range 3e25 kHz are dis-
played in Fig. 5G and H. The frequency response of such a complex
system, which comprises both linear and nonlinear parts is inter-
esting. As expected from a linear system, maximal gain is achieved
at the resonance frequency (10 kHz). Regarding the nonlinearity of
the system, an OHC exhibits a relatively pronounced compressive
nonlinearity at and around the resonance frequency (Fig. 5G) and
sharpness of tuning decreases with the SPL. In contrast, the gain at
frequencies far from the resonance frequency as well as the phase
(Fig. 5H) displays little dependency on the SNR input level.
4. Discussion
Our new conceptual model utilizes the unique cochlear
morphology that has evolved in mammals, namely the motile OHC,
the complex structure of its LW, and the ﬂuid-ﬁlled spaces of Nuel,
in order to explain the hearing sensitivity of mammals and their
ability to hear high-frequency sounds. The development of these
structures and the onset of sensitive hearing are tightly coupled
[19,20]. Furthermore, the morphological differences within a single
mammalian species and across mammalian species seem to be
correlated with differences in hearing speciﬁcations. For instance,
structural components of the proposed mechanism are more
developed at basal cochlear locations, where high frequencies are
coded, than in the apex of the cochlea. At the same time, the spaces
of Nuel are not fully developed at the extreme apex of the mole rat
[51] or guinea pig cochlea (Fig. 1C), thus limiting the sensitivity and
motility of the OHCs. On the other hand, the NAMSs are well
organized and densely packed in the mid-cochlea of the horseshoe
bat where higher frequencies are detected [29] (Fig. 2CeE). These
observations support the notion that the evolution of high-
frequency hearing in mammals involved development of NAMSs
and motile OHCs. Interestingly, there is a basic similarity between
the suggested mechanism of the NAMSs and the mechanism of
stereocilial deﬂection in lower vertebrates [52,53], which involves
units that can be described as being bistable and are able to achieve
SR. Perhaps, the possibility of achieving SR in these units points to a
basic principle of evolution in inherently noisy systems [54].
According to ourmodel, we posit that the SR of a NAMS, which is
driven by thermal noise, underlies the auditory sensitivity of the
mammalian inner ear. Interestingly, it has been reported that
auditory sensitivity at low SPLs can be improved by adding sub-
threshold noise [55e57]. In this model, we associate the
Fig. 5. Results from simulations. (AeB) Examples from simulations of system which comprises an outer hair cell (OHC) coupled to 5000 nanometric acoustic motile sensors
(NAMSs). (A) The panels on the left are the strain oscillations of an OHC, normalized by the maximal strain, and the panels on the right are corresponding power spectral densities
(PSDs) in the frequency range 102e105 Hz. The uppermost panel on each side represents the case in which only noise without a sinusoidal signal is applied. The other panels show
the response when a 10 kHz sinusoidal signal of varying amplitudes is added to the input. (B) Transient response when the signal is stopped after 5 ms. (CeF) Various aspects of the
output of an OHC-NAMSs unit [the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is displayed in C, the standard deviation of a normalized strain of an OHC is displayed in D, the SNR of a NAMS is
displayed in E, and the total SNR gain of an OHC is displayed in F] indicate that sensitivity to low SPLs and compressive nonlinearity at high SPLs increase when the number of
NAMSs in an OHC-NAMSs unit increases. The number of NAMSs in each OHC-NAMSs unit are 100 ( ), 500 ( ), 1000 ( ), and 5000 ( ). At the lowest SNR input, an OHC-NAMSs unit
with 100 NAMSs did not exhibit a peak above the local noise ﬂoor. (G and H) Changes in the total SNR gain (G) and phase (H) of an OHC-NAMSs unit with 500 NAMSs to different
frequencies (3, 5, 7e13, 16, 19, and 25 kHz). The SNR inputs are 55 dB ( ), 45 dB ( ), 35 dB ( ), 25 dB ( ), 15 dB ( ), and 5 dB ( ). At the lowest input SNR, the OHC-NAMS
unit exhibits peaks above the local noise ﬂoor only for the 9 Hz and 10 kHz signal frequencies.
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NAMS. Therefore, the distribution of convex and concave NAMSs
affects the force(s) that act on an OHC, which we modeled as a
linear mechanical system. The coupling between a nonlinear NAMS
to a linear OHC results in vibrations that exhibit three main fea-
tures. First, the thermally-induced vibrations of an OHC have a
noise spectrum that is broadly tuned around its resonance fre-
quency in the absence of a sound signal (Fig. 5A). These thermally-
induced vibrations might be the source of SOAE. Second, ampliﬁ-
cation and ﬁltration gain of the sound signal is best achieved when
the resonance frequency of a particular OHCmatches the frequency
of an incoming sound with a low SPL (Fig. 5A, C, and G). Third,
compressive nonlinearity is exhibited for sound frequencies that
are close to the resonance frequency of the OHC (Fig. 5G). In
addition to the appearance of harmonic components at high SPLs
(Fig. 5A), all these features are present in the mammalian cochlea’s
responses to sound waves [2,50].
Since the number of NAMSs in an OHC is probably between
105e106, it is hard to predict the degree of ﬁltration and ampliﬁ-
cation in actual OHCs from our current model, which has no more
than 5000 NAMSs. At this stage, we did not take into account the
electric forces in the model or the simulations. However, the
varying electric ﬁeld is considered as a possible reason for prestin
activation and relaxation. In addition, we adopted only a coarse-
grained description of bistability in an attempt to emphasize theprinciples while keeping the analysis simple. Future simulations
with the model will include an array with more NAMSs and a more
accurate representation of NAMSs and prestin’s kinetics. It is also
important to bear in mind that the preliminary analysis that we
have presented in this paper does not include other aspects of OHC
functionality, namely the effects of cycle-by-cycle deﬂection and
excitation of the HBs and coupling between OHCs and neighboring
cochlear segments.
Based on our model, we suggest a new sequence of events in
initial sound detection by the cochlea. In the absence of sound,
NAMSs vibrate in response to thermal energy, and these vibrations
then induce broadly-tuned oscillations in all active OHCs. When a
pure tone at a low SPL reaches the inner ear, vibrations of an OHC
increase in a sharply tuned cochlear segment. Push and pull forces
are then applied to the surrounding elements, which include the
BM and the reticular lamina (RL). At this point, surface waves are
generated in the BM and attempt to propagate in both directions
along the BM. However, these surface waves could be suppressed
due to the lack of an appropriate phase beyond the tuned cochlear
segment. In addition, induced displacement of the RL could, in turn,
activatemotility of HBs [58,59]. Such a scheme of events is in accord
with recent experimental observations, which showed that somatic
motility precedes the displacements of the RL [60] and that both RL
displacement and somatic motility precede the displacements of
the BM [60e62].
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oscillating pressure ﬁeld is directly transformed into unidirectional
oscillatory motion by OHCs. The suggested mechanism provides a
comprehensive explanation of all features of cochlear ampliﬁca-
tion. In particular, this mechanism can potentially respond to
pressure amplitudes at hearing thresholds and to amplify high
frequencies. This is well beyond the limitations that are imposed by
the voltage response of biological membranes. Our proposedmodel
might pave the way for development of newmethods for diagnosis
and therapy of auditory pathologies. In addition, the proposed
model might inspire the design of hypersensitive nano-electro-
mechanical systems (NEMS), detectors, and actuators. In partic-
ular, such NEMS could be incorporated into biomedical applications
and new types of hearing aids.
5. Materials and Methods
5.1. Intracellular pressure dependency on an OHC’s instantaneous
length
The volume of an OHC with length H and radius R can be
expressed as that of a cylindrical capsule, namely V ¼ pR2H. During
prestin-dependent changes in length, OHC volume remains con-
stant [4]. Therefore, any changes in the length of an OHC will be
associated with a corresponding change in the radius of the OHC,








The volume constraint associates lengthening of the cell (DHH >0)
with a reduction in its radius (DRR <0), and inversely associates
shortening of the cell with an increase in its radius. In addition, it is
reasonable to assume that ECiS volume remains constant during
relatively fast length changes given the relative conﬁnement of the
ECiS. If D is he average width of the ECiS width (distance between
the PM and the SSC, see Fig. 3C), the ECiS can be viewed as a
nanometric cylindrical layer, whose volume can be expressed as














The volume constraint of the ECiS associates lengthening of the




and inversely associates shortening of the cell with an increase in
the average width of the ECiS. A more realistic interpretation is that
lengthening or shortening of an OHC encompasses a corresponding
“tendency” to decrease and or increase D, respectively. The strength
of this “tendency” is dependent on the relative conﬁnement of the
ECiS: lengthening of an OHC is followed by a decrease in pressure of
the ECiS, and shortening of an OHC is followed by an increase in
pressure of the ECiS. The curvature of the NAMSs would most
probably be the ﬁrst to react because the PM is more elastic and
responsive than the SSC or the pillars. Lengthening of the OHC
would cause more NAMSs to become concave, and shortening of
the OHC would cause more NAMSs to become convex (see Fig. 4).
For simplicity, we will not describe the dynamic pressure in the
ECiS (PECiS), which also depends on the average state of the NAMSs.
Rather, we will estimate the effect of the length of an OHC on its
internal pressure (Pi), using quasi-static pressure-balance equa-
tions. Importantly, Pi and PECiS have the same trend in relation to the
length of an OHC Let us consider a cylindrical capsule with length H
and radius R. Both bases of the capsule are rigid. The external wall
of the capsule, the PM, has thickness tPM, and it is isotropic, i.e., it
develops a uniform stress sPM when prestin molecules areactivated. The internal wall of the capsule, the SSC, has thickness
tSSC, and it is anisotropic due to the directionality of the CL which
covers its surface. The pillars, which connect the twowalls, transfer
the stress that is created in the PM to the CL and SSC. Consequently,
the SSC develops tangential (sq,SSC) and longitudinal (sZ,SSC)
stresses, which result in corresponding strains that determine the



















where nSSC is Poisson’s ratio, and EZ,SSC and Eq,SSC are Young’s moduli
in the longitudinal and circumferential directions, respectively. At
the same time, a pressure difference DP develops across the LW of
an OHC, and balances the stresses in the PM and SSC. Since the OHC
can be viewed as a cylindrical thin-wall pressure vessel, therefore:
sq;SSC$tSSC þ sPM$tPM ¼ DP$R (10)




where DP ¼ Pi  P0, and P0 is the average gauge pressure outside






ð2 nSSCÞEZ;SSC þ ð1 2nSSCÞEq;SSC
1 n2SSC
 (12)5.2. Details of the simulations
All simulations were performed using MATLAB R2014a. In the
dynamics of a NAMS, according to Eq. (2), we neglected inertia, and
assumed over-damped Langevin dynamics. Values of the parame-
ters that were used: l ¼ 20 nm, A ¼ 4l2, DA0 ¼ 0.01A, ks ¼ 1 $103 N/
m, nSSC ¼ 0.5, EZ,SSC$tSSC ¼ 1$105 N/m, H0 ¼ 30 mm, R ¼ 7 mm,
g¼ 2.7$107 gr/sec, Fmax¼ 4.5N/gr, 2¼ 0.1,u0¼ 2p$104, and the STD
of the noise is snoise ¼ 1.5$103 m/sec.






. Analysis of the SNR output was based
on Fourier transforms of the movements of the NAMSs or the OHCs.






, where Ppeak is the power of the peak
and Pnoise is the noise power, calculated for the entire frequency
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